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Abstract Detecting the topic of documents can help read-
ers construct the background of the topic and facilitate
document comprehension. In this paper,we propose a seman-
tic frame-based topic detection (SFTD) that simulates such
process in human perception. We take advantage of multi-
ple knowledge sources and extracted discriminative patterns
from documents through a highly automated, knowledge-
supported frame generation and matching mechanisms.
Using a Chinese news corpus containing over 111,000 news
articles,we provide a comprehensive performance evaluation
which demonstrates that our novel approach can effectively
detect the topic of a document by exploiting the syntactic
structures, semantic association, and the context within the
text. Experimental results show that SFTD is comparable to
other well-known topic detection methods.
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1 Introduction

Due to recent technological advances, we are overwhelmed
by the sheer number of documents. While keyword search
systems nowadays can efficiently retrieve documents, users
still have difficulty assimilating knowledge of interest from
them. To promote research on this subject, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated
the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) project, with a
goal to automatically detect topics and track-related doc-
uments from several document streams such as on-line
news feeds. In essence, a topic is associated with specific
times, places, and persons (Nallapati et al. 2004). Thus,
detecting the topic of a document can help readers con-
struct the background of the topic and facilitate document
comprehension, and it is an active research area in informa-
tion retrieval (IR). Nevertheless, current machine learning
models applied to natural language processing have encoun-
tered various bottlenecks. The original purpose of machine
learning is to learn text patterns that are expectedly gen-
eral enough to be applied to other unseen texts. However,
these patterns can only achieve a mediocre score. This is
especially obvious when we compare the similarity of two
sentences (Hsu et al. 1998). One can easily find two sen-
tences that are literally different but convey similar semantic
knowledge, which confuse most machine learning mod-
els.

To detect topic of documents effectively, we model topic
detection as a classification problem. Our proposed method
is different in that we took advantage of multiple knowledge
sources, and implemented a frame generation algorithm to
generate semantic frames that represent discriminative pat-
terns in documents. Furthermore, to identify the topic of
documents, we developed a frame matching algorithm to
find the most relevant frames for each topic. The results
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demonstrated that the semantic frame-based method is effec-
tive in topic detection. In addition, the proposed semantic
frame generation and matching mechanism successfully
exploits the syntactic structures, semantic association, and
the content within the text. Consequently, our method out-
performs others including the word vector model-based
method (Li et al. 2010) and the latent Dirichlet alloca-
tion (LDA) method (Blei et al. 2003), which is a Bayesian
networks-based topic model widely used to identify top-
ics.

2 Related works

Much work has been done on automatic text categoriza-
tion. Most of the topic detection methods are concerned
with the assignment of texts onto a set of given categories.
The original methods on topic detection rely on some mea-
sures of importance of the keywords. The weights of the
features in these models are usually computed with the
traditional methods such as tf*idf weighing, conditional
probability and generation probability. For instance, Bun
and Ishizuka (2002) present the TF*PDF algorithm which
extends the well-known tf*idf to avoid the collapse of impor-
tant termswhen they appear inmany text documents. Indeed,
the IDF component decreases the frequency value for a
keyword when it is frequently used. Considering different
newswire sources or channels, the weight of a term from
a single channel is linearly proportional to the term’s fre-
quency within it, while exponentially proportional to the
ratio of documents that contain the term in the channel
itself.

Several researchers have adopted machine learning
approaches to recognize discriminative features for topic
mining. For instance, Nallapati et al. (2004) attempted to
find characteristics of topics by clustering keywords using
a statistical similarity measure for grouping documents into
clusters, each of which represents a topic. The clusters are
then connected chronologically to form a timeline of the
topic. Wu et al. (2010) use the tolerance rough set model
to enrich the set of feature words into an approximated
latent semantic space from which they extract hot topics
by a complete-link clustering. Furthermore, many previous
methods treated topic detection as a supervised classification
problem (Blei et al. 2003; Zhang and Wang 2010). Given a
training corpus containing a set ofmanually tagged examples
of predefined topics, a supervised classification algorithm is
employed to train a topic detectionmodel to assign (i.e., clas-
sify) a topic to a document. These approaches can achieve
substantial performance without much human involvement.
However, to manifest topic-associated features, one often
needs to annotate the features in documents, which is rarely
done in most machine learning models Scott and Matwin

(1999). The shortage of knowledge, the data sparseness
problem, and the lack of the ability to make generaliza-
tions are some common caveats of such an approach. Once
the domain is changed, the models need to be retrained to
obtain satisfactory results. Besides, fine-grained linguistic
knowledge that is crucial in human understanding cannot be
easily modeled, resulting in less desirable performance. One
can easily find two sentences that are literally different but
convey similar semantic knowledge, which could confuse
most machine learning models. On the other hand, the main
shortcoming of template-based or knowledge-based meth-
ods is the need of human effort to craft precise templates or
rules.

Ontology is a conceptualization of a domain into a human
understandable, machine-readable format consisting of enti-
ties, attributes, relationships, and axioms (Tho et al. 2006).
It is also very reusable, which makes it very powerful
for representing domain knowledge. The related applica-
tions of the ontology involve in many research fields. For
instance, Alani et al. (2003) proposed the Artequakt that
attempts to identify entity relationships using ontology rela-
tion declarations and lexical information to automatically
extract knowledge about artists from the web. Some doc-
ument detection methods made use of ontology and utilized
the structured information in Wikipedia to enhance the per-
formance (Grineva et al. 2009). García-Sánchez et al. (2006)
proposed an ontology-based recruitment system to pro-
vide intelligent matching between employer advertisements
and the curriculum vitae of the candidates. Moreover, Lee
et al. (2009) used ontology to construct the knowledge of
travel information in Tainan City, and further integrated
fuzzy inference with ant colony optimization to recom-
mend to the tourist a personalized travel route to enjoy
Tainan City according to the tourist’s requirements effec-
tively.

Our method differs from existing topic detection
approaches in a number of aspects. First, we proposed a
semantic frame-based approach that mimics the perceptual
behavior of humans in understanding. Second, the generated
semantic frames can be represented as the domain knowl-
edge required for detecting topics. In addition to syntactic
features, we further consider the surrounding context and
semantic associations to efficiently recognize topics. Finally,
our research differs from other Chinese researches that rely
on word segmentation for preprocessing by utilizing ontol-
ogy for semantic class labeling.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we review previous works regarding different topic detection
methods. Then, detailed description about the architecture
of our topic detection system is given in Sect. 3. Section 4
presents the experimental results. We discuss the implica-
tions of the experimental results in Sect. 5. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of our
semantic frame-based topic
detection system
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3 System architecture

Our systemmainly consists of twomechanisms, theSemantic
FrameGenerationMechanism (SFGM) and the Topic Detec-
tion Mechanism (TDM), as shown in Fig. 1. The SFGM first
uses prior knowledge of each topic to mark the semantic
classes of words in the corpus. Then it collects frequently
co-occurring tuples, and generates frames for each topic by
a Probability Graphical Model, or PGM. These frames are
stored in the Topic-dependent Knowledge Base to provide
domain-specific knowledge for our topic detection. In the
TDM, an article is first labeled with semantic classes using
the same knowledge as mentioned above. Then we apply
a Semantic Frame Matching algorithm which utilizes our
topic-dependent knowledge base to calculate the similarity
between each topic and the article to determine the main
topic of this article. Details of the two mechanisms will be
explained in the following sections.

3.1 Semantic frame generation mechanism, SFGM

As depicted in Fig. 1, this mechanism first labels words in
an article with semantic classes to increase the frequency of
these classes, and enables us to extract distinctive semantic
features of a certain topic. Then a graph-based frequent pat-
tern mining algorithm is used to generate semantic frames.
These frames form the basis of the topic detection mecha-
nism that follows. In contrast, most Chinese topic detection
researches rely on the word segmentation process, which is
error-prone and can affect the accuracy of a system. In light

of this issue, our semantic labeling process uses the following
two knowledge bases instead:

Named Entity Ontology (NEO) Ontology is a com-
putational model for knowledge representation about the
whole or some portions of the world. Recently, we have
acknowledged an increasing interest in utilizing ontologies
as artifacts to represent human knowledge and critical com-
ponents in knowledge management, which can be observed
in the Semantic Web, business-to-business applications, and
several other application areas. Based on the levels of orga-
nization mentioned in Lee et al. (2005), Wang et al. (2010),
this paper adopts a novel structure to construct the NE ontol-
ogy for semantic labeling. Figure 2 depicts the architecture
of the NE ontology, which includes a topic layer, a seman-
tic layer, and an instance layer. There are five topics in the
topic layer, namely “Sports”, “Politics”, “Travel”, “Health”,
and “Education”. Moreover, there are 40 semantic classes in
the semantic layer, including “doctor”, “hot spot” and oth-
ers. Each semantic class denotes a general semantic meaning
of named entities that can be aggregated from many topics.
The instance layer represents 6323 named entities extracted
from documents across five topics by the Stanford NER.1

Domain experts further annotated each named entity by their
corresponding semantic classes for the purpose of general-
ization. Each instance in the instance layer can connect to
multiple semantic classes according to the generalized rela-
tions. For example, named entity “Jordan” can be generalized
to “Player” and “Country”. And, the semantic class “Player”

1 http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/ner/.
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Fig. 2 Architecture of named
entity ontology

is mentioned in documents with a topic of both health and
sports.

Extended HowNet (EHowNet) Extended HowNet, or
EHowNet, is an extension of the HowNet (Dong et al. 2010)
for a structured representation of knowledge and semantics.
It connected approximately 90 thousand words of the CKIP
Chinese Lexical Knowledge Base andHowNet, and included
extra frequent words that are specific in Traditional Chinese,
resulting in 98,900 words. It also contains a different formu-
lation of each word to better fit its semantic representation, as
well as distinct definition of function and content words. The
detailed specification can be found in CKIP (2009). A total
of four basic semantic classes are applied, namely object, act,
attribute, and value. Furthermore, compared to the HowNet,
EHowNet possesses a layered definition scheme and com-
plex relationship formulation, and uses simpler concepts to
replace sememes as the basic element when defining a more
complex concept or relationship. To illustrate the content of
theEHowNet, let us take “dog food” for example. It is defined
as the following:

Definition 1 (Dog food)
Simple Definition:
{food:telic={feed:target={dog},patient={∼}}}
Expanded Definition:
{food:telic={feed:target={livestock:telic=
{TakeCare:patient={family},agent={∼}}}, patient={∼}}}

We can see that the EHowNet not only contains semantic rep-
resentation of a word, but also its relations to other words or
entities. The definition follows a specific pattern, as defined
in CKIP (2009). This enables us to combine or dissect the
meaning of words using its semantic components. Follow-

ing the method in Shih et al. (2014), we extracted the main
definition of each word as the semantic class label.

With the above resources, the SFGM can transformwords
in the original documents into their corresponding semantic
labels. Our research assigns clause as the unit for seman-
tic labeling. To illustrate the labeling process, consider the
sentence Cn = “ (Jeremy Lin of
the Rockets completed a triple-double again)”, as shown in
Fig. 3. First, the NEO converts all NEs to their correspond-
ing semantic classes, and the clause becomes “[ team]
[ player ] ([player] of [team] completed
a triple-double again)”. Then it is further labeled by the
EHowNet to tag the main definition of all remaining words,
as in, “[ team] [ player ] [ complete] [ term]
([player] of [team] [complete] a [term] again)”. Lastly,
all the non-labeled words are removed, resulting in the
frame “[ team] [ player ] [ complete] [ term]”. The
semantic class labeling process cannot only eliminate the
errors caused by Chinese word segmentation, but also group
the synonyms of a word together by the same label to find
distinctive and prominent semantic classes for a certain topic.

We formulate semantic frame generation as a frequent pat-
ternmining problem.Based on the co-occurrence of semantic
classes, we can construct a graph to describe the strength
of relations between them. Since semantic classes are of
an ordered nature, the graph is directed and can be made
with association rules. To avoid the generation of frames
with insufficient length, we set the minimum support of a
semantic class as 50 and minimum confidence as 0.3 in our
association rules. This is because we observed that the rank-
frequency distribution of semantic classes followed Zipf’s
law (Manning and Schütze 1999), and so does the normal-
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Fig. 3 Semantic class labeling
process

ized frequency of semantic frames. Low-frequency semantic
classes usually identify semantic that are irrelevant to the
topic. Hence, for each topic, we selected the first frequent
semantic classes that accumulated frequencies that reached
80 % of the total semantic class frequency count in the topic
documents. Thus, an association rule can be represented as
(1).

confidence(SCi ⇒ SC j ) = P(SC j |SCi )

= support(SCi ∪ SC j )

support(SCi )
(1)

where supportmin = 50, confidencemin = 0.3.
Figure 4 is an illustration of a semantic graph. In this

graph, vertices (SCx ) represent semantic classes, and edges
represent the co-occurrence of two classes, SCi and SC j ,
where SCi precedes SC j . The number on the edge denotes
the confidence of two connecting vertices. After construct-
ing all of the semantic graphs, we then generate semantic
frames by applying the randomwalk theory (Lovász 1993) in
search of high frequency and representative classes for each
topic. Let a semantic graph G be defined as G = (V, E),
where |V | = p, |E | = k, a random walk process consist-
ing of a series of random selections on the graph. Every
edge (SCn, SCm) has its own weight Mnm , which denotes
the probability of a semantic class SCn , followed by another
class SCm . For each class, the sum of weight to all neigh-
boring classes N (SCn) is defined as (2), and the probability
matrix of the entire graph is defined as (3). As a result, a
series of a random walk process becomes a Markov Chain.
According to Li et al. (2010), the cover time of a random
walk process on a normal graph is ∀SCn,CSCn ≤ 4k2. We
can conclude that using random walk to find frequent pat-

Notation: 
SC: Semantic Class     Cpq: Confidence (SCp=>SCq) 

SCi

SCj

SCk

SCl

SCm

SCn

Cij: 0.7

Cik: 0.3

Cjl: 0.4

Cjk: 0.6

Ckn: 0.5

Ckl: 0.8
Cnl: 0.3

Cnm: 0.7

Clm: 1.0

Fig. 4 A semantic graph for frame generation

terns on semantic graphs would help us capture even the low
probability combinations and shorten the processing time.

∀SCn

∑

m∈N (SCn)

Mnm = 1 (2)

Pr =

⎡

⎢⎢⎣Xt+1 = SCm

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Xt = SCn

Xt−1 = SCk

...

X0 = SCi

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

= Pr [Xt+1 = SCm |Xt = SCn] = Mnm (3)

Although the random walk process can help us gener-
ate frames from frequent patterns in semantic graphs, it
can also create some redundancy. Hence, a merging proce-
dure is required to eliminate the redundant results by only
retaining the frames, with the longest length and highest
coverage, and dispose off those that are completely covered
by another frame. For example, the frame “[Country]-
[Team]-[Player]” is completely covered by another frame
“[Country]-[League]-[Team]-[Player]-[Match]-[Lost]”. Thus,
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Fig. 5 Illustration of a semantic frame matching process

the former frame is removed. Moreover, the reduction of the
semantic class space provided by frame selection is critical. It
allows the execution of more sophisticated text classification
algorithms,which lead to improved results. Those algorithms
cannot be executed on the original semantic class space
because their execution timewould be excessively high,mak-
ing them impractical (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 2011).
Therefore, to select semantic frames closely associated with
a topic would improve the performance of topic detection.
We use the log likelihood ratio (LLR) (Manning and Schütze
1999), an effective feature selection method, to discriminate
semantic classes for each topic. Given a training dataset com-
prised of different topics, the LLR calculates the likelihood
of the occurrence of a semantic class in the topic. A semantic
class with a large LLR value is thought to be closely associ-
ated with the topic. Lastly, we rank the semantic frames in
the training dataset based on a sum of semantic classes LLR
values and retain the top 100 for this topic.

3.2 Topic detection mechanism, TDM

Most of the previous machine learning-based topic detection
studies focus on feature engineering to enhance the perfor-
mance. However, once the range of topics is changed, the
effort must be repeated to find another optimal set of features.

Unlike human knowledge, it is difficult to accumulate and
share the knowledge collected from different topics. More-
over, the human perception of a topic is obtained through
the recognition of important events or semantic contents to
rapidly narrow down the scope of possible candidates. For
example, when an article contains strongly correlated words
like “Kobe Bryant (basketball player)”, “LA Lakers (basket-
ball team)” and “NBA (basketball league)” simultaneously,
it is natural to conclude that this is a sport-related article, with
a less likelihood of an education-related one. This phenom-
enon can explain how humans can skim through an article to
quickly capture the main topic. In light of this rationale, we
proposed a novel approach for topic detection that simulates
such process in human perception.

We use semantic frames derived from the frame gener-
ation mechanism as a basic knowledge for topic detection.
During detection, an unknown article is first labeled with
semantic classes, and a matching algorithm is applied to
determine the topic of this article. The matching algorithm
compares the sequence of semantic classesC = {s1, . . . , sn}
in each clause of an article to every frame F = {S1, . . . , Sm}
in each topic. An illustration of the matching process of a
sequence of semantic classes to a semantic frame is shown
in Fig. 5. The matched and unmatched contents between the
two sequences were given different scores according to their
type. A match between the two sequences is given a positive
score obtained from the LLR score of the semantic class in
a topic. On the other hand, an insertion is defined as a label
that is present in the article but not in the frame, and is given
a negative score computed from the entropy of this label,
which can be thought of as the uniqueness or generality of
this label. Finally, the sum of scores of each topic was com-
puted, and the topic with the highest score is considered as
the winner. In this way, each individual semantic class label
is given a different weight according to its characteristics.
Thus, the order of these labels is not the only determining
factor in matching. The detailed algorithm is described in
Algorithm 1.
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4 Experimental results

4.1 Dataset and experimental settings

To the best of our knowledge, there is no official corpus for
Chinese topic detection. Therefore, we compiled a news cor-
pus for the evaluations from a news agency database between
the years 2010 and 2014. It contains five topics with the
number of documents included in parentheses, i.e., “Sports”
(28,920), “Politics” (29,024), “Travel” (22,257), “Health”
(15,845), and “Education” (15,024). A more detailed statis-
tics of this corpus is in Fig. 6. We use half of the documents
of each topic as our training data, and the remaining half
for testing. The evaluation metrics are the precision, recall,
and F1-measure expressed as percentages (%), presented by
micro-average to ensure the fairness of our evaluations.Other
than our proposed method, SFTD, four additional meth-
ods were implemented and evaluated, including one random
baseline and three widely used methods for topic detection.
The first method is a word-based statistical model, namely,
Naïve Bayes. Second, we implemented a vector-basedmodel
which chooses keywords based on the cosine distance tomea-
sure the similarity (denoted as VSM). Lastly, a probabilistic
graphical model which uses the LDAmodel as the document
representation to train an SVM to classify the documents as
either topic relevant or irrelevant (Blei et al. 2003) (denoted
as LDA).

4.2 Performance evaluation and comparison

Figure 7 depicts the performance of our systemonfive topics.
Our system performs the best on the topic “Sports”, with pre-
cision, recall, and F1-measure of 75.66, 85.68, and 80.36 %,
respectively. On the other hand, high precision and low recall
were found in topics “Health” and “Travel”. The precision
of “Health” is the highest among all topics, i.e., 89.52 %.
Nevertheless, the topic “Politics” has a lower precision of
61.96 % and the highest recall of 90.63 %. Finally, the topic
“Education” has a relatively lower performance of around
50 % for all three metrics.

To evaluate performance with different data splits, we use
fivefold cross-validation to examine the effects of SFTD. For
each evaluation run, one fifth of the documents are selected
as test data, and the remaining are used to train SFTD. The
results of the five evaluation runs are averaged to obtain the
global performance. The result is in the format of mean ±
standard deviation. As shown in Fig. 8, our method achieves
nearly identical performance, with precision, recall, and F1-
measure of 72.04, 64.19, and 64.50 %, respectively. It is
worthy to note that, the topic “Health” gets a slight improve-
ment onprecisionwith significant recall drop,while the recall
of the topic “Travel” is improved alongwith a slight precision
decrease. This may be due to the fact that the NEO can cover
most terms in the topic “Travel” (mostly country or place
names), but not so much for “Health” (prevalently disease
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Fig. 6 Statistics of our dataset. T5-SF top 5 semantic frames, T10-SC top 10 semantic classes, T10-TW top 10 topic words in LDA, AvLen average
length of documents

names). Thus, under a fivefold cross-validation scheme, the
increase in training data contributes to more representative
frames for “Travel”. On the other hand, more training data
does not help the frames in “Health” because of the existence
of specific terms in this topic. Nevertheless, our method is
robust in that it can achieve comparable performance regard-
less of the data split.

Moreover, we further conduct an experiment to evaluate
performance with different number of semantic frames, as
shown in Fig. 9. The SFTD can achieve the best perfor-
mance when selecting the top 100 semantic frames with the
highest sum of LLR values. We can see that the trends of F1-
measure for topics “Health” and “Travel” are reversed when
we select the top 100 frames, with an increase for “Health”
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Fig. 7 Performance of our topic detection system on five topics
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Fig. 8 Performance of SFTD via fivefold cross-validation
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Fig. 9 Performance evaluation with different number of semantic
frames

and decrease for “Travel”. But the overall performance fluc-
tuation is not obvious. Thus, it shows that the number of
frames does not necessarily affect the effectiveness of SFTD.

In addition, we compare our system to four other meth-
ods. Table 1 shows a comparison of different systems. As
expected, the random baseline has the lowest performance
across all methods, with PRF values of around 20 %. The
Naïve Bayes classifier surpasses the random baseline by a
considerable amount. VSM further outperforms the above-
mentioned methods by around 20 %. As for the LDA and
our SFTD, they have a comparable performance. In general,
SFTD has higher precision and LDA has higher recall, which
results in LDA having an overall higher F1-measure.

5 Discussion

The improvement from the random baseline to the Naïve
Bayes classifier indicates that keyword information is cru-
cial in detecting the topic of documents. The VSM benefits
fromweighing keywords in different topics by vectors to find
uniquewords and leave out the less distinct ones in each topic,
thus outperforms the Naïve Bayes classifier. However, since
VSM considers similarity between two words as a cosine
function with independent dimensions, it is difficult to repre-
sent relations among many words. On the other hand, when
compared with LDA, our system has a higher precision and
lower recall, which resulted in an overall lower F1-measure.
It may be attributed to the use of Chinese word segmentation
tool inLDAfor constructing aword dictionary as background
knowledge, in addition to a probabilistic graphwithweighted
edge representing between-word relations. In contrast, our
system relies on topic-specific NE ontology for semantic
class labeling and frame generation, which is constrained by
the scope of the ontology. Moreover, some keyword infor-
mation in the original document is discarded by the labeling
process, which is retained in other keyword-based models.
The missing crucial information can impair the coverage of
our system. Despite the lower recall, our system is unique
in that it can generate and accumulate knowledge during
the process. We can capture crucial information beyond the

Table 1 Performance of five topic detection systems, presented with precision/recall/F1-measure

Topic Random Naïve Bayes VSM LDA SFTD

Sport 25.90/19.59/22.19 76.61/59.65/67.07 94.76/67.92/79.13 79.24/81.19/80.20 75.66/85.68/80.36

Politics 25.68/19.37/22.08 70.15/28.37/40.41 91.86/48.69/63.65 73.15/89.11/80.35 61.96/90.63/73.60

Travel 20.40/20.45/20.43 31.35/67.75/42.86 76.92/59.18/66.89 80.82/57.67/67.31 87.90/38.92/53.95

Health 13.72/19.16/15.99 53.56/35.26/42.52 57.49/78.92/66.31 72.10/90.78/80.37 89.52/62.66/73.72

Education 12.97/19.50/15.58 19.73/49.76/28.25 29.04/70.08/41.07 46.26/77.78/58.01 49.00/48.66/48.83

µ-Average 19.73/19.61/19.25 50.28/48.16/44.22 70.01/64.96/63.41 70.31/79.30/73.25 72.81/65.31/66.09

Bold: the best across five systems
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word-level for a topic over time, and generate frames that
can capture the relations between them. Those generated
semantic frames can describe the semantic relations within a
document and assist in detecting the topic. We consider them
as the foundation for a deeper understanding of topics that
extends beyond the surface words.

Among the five topics, our system performs the best on
the topic “Sports”. This is because there are plenty of spe-
cific nouns in the articles within this topic, such as “
(MLB)” or “ (Jeremy Lin)”. In addition, unique sports
terms like “ (Starter)” and “ (Advance)” are also
common. The integration of key terms and frames is the
reason why semantic frames for the topic “Sports” are very
stable and distinct, resulting in an overall higher F1-measure.
As for “Politics”, we speculate that named entities of politi-
cians and other organizations are common among articles
about “Politics”. Thus, the frames in this topic are very exten-
sive, which lead to a broader recall. Other methods that use
only keyword information can achieve a higher precision.
But, without long-distance information like those encoded
by frames, the recall can be limited. Regarding the rest of
the topics, although the SFTD can obtain the highest preci-
sion, the finite knowledge may be the cause of a restricted
coverage. For example, the precision of the topic “Health” is
89.52 %, the highest among all five topics. We believe it is
because specific terms are predominant in these topics, such
as “Sarcoma ( )” in health-related articles or “ (Sun-
moon Lake)” in travel-related ones. They are very competent
in determining the topic of these documents. However, con-
sidering the fact that constructing the ontology of these fields
requires extensive effort, we only include common entities in
these topics. Consequently, the generated frames have lim-
ited length and scope. Nevertheless, under our framework,
expanding and accumulating the knowledge base is easily
done. Therefore, advancement of our system is foreseeable.

In sum, our approach can automatically generate frames
that retain the benefit of knowledge-based approaches, such
as high precision and knowledge accumulation, while retain-
ing considerable amount of recall. It can continue to expand
as more knowledge is incorporated into our resources. The
SFTD is language independent in nature. Although we use
Chinese for demonstration in this paper, it can be easily
adopted for other languages such as English. For detect-
ing topics of English documents, we only need to substitute
language-specific knowledge sources for semantic class
labeling. First, English NE ontology [e.g., Freebase (Bol-
lacker et al. 2008)] can be adopted to label semantic class
of named entities. The EHowNet has to be replaced by Eng-
lish lexical database (e.g., WordNet) to further label sense
of all remaining words. We can then generate semantic
frames using the aforementioned procedures. Therefore, our
proposed SFTD is highly automated that integrates similar
knowledge and reduces the total number of patterns through

pattern summarization. Hence, it has great potential in over-
coming common disadvantages of other systems.

6 Concluding remarks

Wepropose a novel approach that utilizes knowledge sources
and semantic frame generation for the topic detection task.
It differs from popular machine learning methods as it can
create a flexible and expansible topic-dependent knowledge
base. Results showed that this approach can effectively detect
the topic of articles, as well as assist the user in construct-
ing background knowledge of each topic to better understand
the essence of them. In the future, we will expand the ontol-
ogy and include keyword information to improve the effect
of semantic class labeling and frame generation. Moreover,
we will reduce the human effort and rapidly broaden the
coverage of the knowledge ontology through automatic con-
struction. Furthermore, we will also modularize different
mechanisms for the ease of use in other researches.
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